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Abstract
In response to the threat that drink drivers pose to 
themselves and others, drink driving programs form 

Aotearoa, United States and Canada that have programs 

are designed for the general driver population. The aim 

Indigenous drink driving in order to inform appropriate 

A sample of 73 Indigenous people from Queensland 
and in New South Wales with one or more drink driving 

reported no longer drink driving, they were probed about 

Introduction 

and wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

as one of the main reasons Indigenous Australians are 

Australian population. Indigenous Australians also sustain 

with the death or disability of a family member (Ferguson 

Australians. 

and behaviour amongst Indigenous drink drivers. A loss of 

burden Indigenous Australians present (Ivers et al., 

supporting Indigenous drink driving. Without this level of 

to the threat that drink drivers pose to themselves and 
others, drink driving programs also form part of a suite of 
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Existing countermeasures and drink driving 
programs

mainstream non-indigenous drink drivers (see Table 1). 

All of these programs appear to be underpinned by the 

and punishment, drink drivers will be deterred from 

Table 1. Overview of existing drink driving programs offered to Indigenous people in Australia, New Zealand, 
United States and Canada

Under the 
Limit,
QLD

Sober 
Driver 
Program, 
NSW

Drink 
Driver 
Education, 
NT

First 
Offender, 
San Juan, 
USA

One for the 
Road,
New Zealand

Saskatchewan
IDTC

Length 11 weeks 9 weeks; 

version 
offered

1 week 28 days, 
residential

Session One 

Session Two 
(4 hours)

21 days, 
residential

Offender Type Repeat Repeat First time 
and repeat

First time Repeat Repeat

Indigenous N/S N/S N/S

Urban, 
Regional

Urban, 
Regional

Regional Regional Urban, 
Regional

Regional

Pre-Assessment LDQ, AUDIT ADS, DAST, 
AUDIT, IDTS

Theory Stages of 
Change

Stages of 
Change

Stages of 
Change

CRA, 
Motivational 
Interviewing

Stages of 
Change model of 

Stages of 
Change

Other Health 
Issues

Health and 
nutrition

prevention

Diabetes, 
Gambling and 

workshops

Support 
provided post 
program

Completed 
as part of 
probation 
order

Completed 
as part of 
probation 
order

3-12 month 
follow-up: 
weekly 
monitor 
meetings, 
AA meetings, 

Can be 

with probation 
order

Referred to 
probation 

and drug 

Cultural 
Component

Sweat Lodge; 
of family Sweat Lodge 

Ceremony
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future drink driving. Most of these mainstream Australian 
programs have been developed based on the meta-analysis 
of 215 evaluations of all types of drink driving programs 

(Wells et al., 1995). 

of drink drivers (Dwyer and Bolton, 1998; Mills, Hodge, 

Limit Drink Driving Rehabilitation Program (UTL) (Palk, 

drinking-and-driving awareness, stress management, 

a work release program. An evaluation of the program 

drink driving programs it is timely to identify the most 

style for Indigenous drivers in Australia. The Centre for 

Methods and materials

among Indigenous people in Queensland and Northern 

In stage two, primarily qualitative methods are used to 

drink driving. Qualitative methods are a familiar and 

desist from further drink driving episodes. 
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These were labelled the themes. Material, in the form of 

that data and meaning were not lost. To ensure validity, 

minor points and allowed for agreement on the labelling 

the issues relevant to Indigenous drink driving in regional 

Cape York, 
Queensland

Cairns, Queensland Clarence Valley 
region, New South 
Wales

Gender

    Male

    Female

Age groups

    >25

    Year 7

    Year 8

    Year 9

 

 
    (year 12)

Self-reported number of drink 

1

19

Table 2. Description of the participants 
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• 

families to drive after drinking. The underlying 
responsibility for transporting family members 

values that involved responding to family needs as a 
priority. 

“There is a lot of pressure. You can’t say no to family 
sometimes when people ask you to drive.” 

family member demands. One respondent spoke about 
how she had been previously requested by her older 

• 

in the narratives. This involved situations where 

the opportunity to avoid drink driving (e.g. another 

intended destination: 

driving] funny. Yeah well that’s what the young 
generation here now do. They thinkin’ yeah “the 

There’s a bunch of young girls watching us, you 

are] showing off, styling up, being hero.” (Man, age 
28)

• 

and that it was dangerous. However, there was a 

appeared to be a belief that there are degrees of 

“Well whoever’s going to pretty much sober. The other 
fella is drunk but not really, really drunk. He’ll end 
up saying, “I’m more straighter than you two, I think 
it’s best if I drive”. But they’re still in the risk anyway 

(Man, age 28).

• 

provided the offender with limited understanding 
of their offending behaviour or strategies to avoid 

history of imprisonment.

why they are doing it.” (Man, age 34).

“I’ve been, I’m thirty, I’ve been in and out of jail 
through me twenties so it didn’t really worry me.” 

• Several drink drivers reported learning to drive prior 
to the legal driving age. The youngest reported age 
was seven years. This was at a similar time when 

members: 

worked at a wrecking yard in Newcastle, so I was 
driving cars around the wrecking yard from a young 
age....Um, always been around drinkers, yeah, and I 
yeah you could say that, yeah, around drink driving 
yeah when I was young. I used to say it’s not the 
license that drives the car.” 

driving responsibilities after their parents have been 
drinking: “Where I’m from little kids they drive their 
parents’ car around. When their parents are drinkin’ 
and that.”

• There were many drink driving who engaged in 

“
stoned too as well. I be coming around the corner 
and just lost control there.” (Man, age 38) Some 

Gunja is also 
a problem. They should be taught about gunja and 
driving.” (Man, age 37)

• 

and dangerous driving.

• 
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having on their health and ability to drive safely:

“Standard drinks was a real insight for me. I tried 
drinking standard drinks for a while there. Teach 
you about your health and what this substance does. 
I think to myself ‘wow I been over pouring, not like 
standard drinks’.” (Man, age 51)

• 
systems was important for those drink drivers who 
were able to avoid relapse: 

going to change, how you going to it again if you end 

and all that and spending a day out there, We talk 

all that.” (Man, age 33)

Discussion and recommendations 

Indigenous populations (Table 1) may be appropriate for 

empower men to review and re-establish their roles in the 
  

and rewards of other behaviours are rewarding beyond the 

• 

drink driving,

• 

• 

drink driving, 

• 

• Developing a relapse prevention plan for the drink 

• 

weekly sessions,

• 

and,

• 

Consideration must be afforded to providing drink drivers 
the opportunity to re-apply for a learners permit upon 

in regional prisons.
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behaviours, rewards and punishments.

based on self-reports from a small sample of Indigenous 

men, their opinions of the program may not apply to their 
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